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Beatriz Colomina

LESPRITNOUVEAU:
ARCHITECTURE AND PUBLICITE1

Lê Corbusier and the everyday image of the industrial age

At every moment either directly/ or through the médium of

newspapers and reviews, we are presenteei with objects of an
arresting novelty. Ali these objects of modern life create/ in the
long mn, a modern state of mind. —Lê Corbusier/ Vers une ar-

chitecture

The archives of L Esprít Nouveau in the Fondation Lê Corbusier in

Paris indicate that throughout the years of the magazine/s publica-

tion/ 1920 to 1925, Lê Corbusier collected a great number of in-

dustrial catalogues and manufactureis publicity brochures lavishly

illustrated with photographs of their products. These include not

only the automobiles Voisin/ Peugeot/ Citroën/ and Delage; Farman

airplanes and Caproni hydroplanes; suitcases and trunks from In-

l. I have chosen to keep the word publicite in French m my title to avoid the loss that
occurs m its translatíon into the English "publicíty." The word in French, as in ali

Romance languages, means (l) advertisíng (methods and techniques), (2) advertise-

ment, (3) publicity. The notion of publicity as used m this article embraces aU these
meanings. It- is also consistent with its root in the word "public." In relation to Lê Cor-

busier and publicite, see Stanislaus von Moos, Lê Corbusier: Elements of a Synthesis

(Cambridge, Mass.: MIT Press, 1979), and his later artícle, "Standard und Etite. Lê Cor-

busier/ die Industrie und der Esprit Nouveau/' in Tihnann Buddensieg and Henning
Rogge, eds./ Die nutzliche Künste (Berlm/1981), pp. 306-23.

2,L'EsprítNouveau was published in Paris between 1920 and 1925 by Lê Corbusierand
the French pamter Amedée Ozenfant. Initially the editor of this magazine was the
Dadaist poet Paul Dermée, but he was dismissed by number 4 amid a polemic among

the editorial group that ended up in a court trial. Ozenfant would later write m his
memoirs, "Dermée had gotten it mto hís head to make a Dada journal: we eliminated

him." The subtitle of the magazine changed significantly with Dermée's dismissal/

from Revue internationale d'esthétique to Reuue internationale de 1'actívité contemporaine.

This change Ímplies a shift from "aesthetics/' as a spedalized field separate from
everyday life, to "contemporary activity," which includled not only painting, music,

literature, and architechire, but also "lower" forms of art: theater, music hall entertain-

ment, sports/ cmema/ and book design.
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novation; office furniture by Qr /mo and füe cabinets by Ronéo; hand

bags/ sport bags/ and cigarette cases by Hermes; and Omega wat-

ches/ but also/ among the most extravagant/ turbines by Brown-

Boweri/ high-pressure centrifugal ventilators by Rateau/ and in-
dustrial equipment by Clermont-Ferrand and Slingsby. Lê Corbusier

went/ in fact/ very much out of his way to obtain this material/ con-
stantiy writing to companies to ask for it. Not only were the cata-

logues useful in securmg advertising contracts for L Esprít Nouveau

(the products of most of the companies ended up being advertised

in the magazine)/ but they also had an mfluence on his work.

Along with the catalogues/ he collected department store mail-

order brochures (Prmtemps/ Au Bon Marche/ La Samaritaine) and

clippings from newspapers and magazines of the time/ such as The

Autocar, Science et la me, Reuue du beton arme, and L Illustré. In fact/ he

seems to have coUected everything that struck him visually/ from
postcards to the cover of a child/s school notebook illustrated with

the basic geometric volumes. This material/ these everyday ün-

ages/ are the source of many illusfcrations in L Esprit Nouveau and

the five books that carne out of this experience: Vers une archÍtecture,
Urbanisme, LArt décomtifd aujourd hui, La Peinture modeme, and Al-

manach de Uarchitecture moderne. The illustrations m LArt décoratíf

d aujourdhui especially come from this "disposable" material; here

images from department stores catalogues/ industrial publicity/ and

newspapers like L Illustré alternate with ones taken from art history

and natural science books. One entire page is devoted to a photo-

graph that was apparently promised but never obtamed; in its place

one reads the story of the abortive attempt: on ne se comprend pás.

Lê Corbusier s arguments in L Esprít Nouveau rely to a great ex-

tent on the juxtapositions of ünage and text. Unlike the repre-

sentational use ofimagery in traditional books/ Lê Corbusier s argu-

ments are to be understood in terms of never resolved collisions of

3. At the back of this "found object/" the child's school notebook. Lê Corbusier wrote:

"Ceei est imprime sur lês cahiers dês écoles de France/C/est Ia géométrie/La géo-

métrie est notre langage/Cest notre moyen de mesure et d'expression/La géométrie

est Ia base." A fragment of tMs ünage was to fínd its way mto "Nature and Creation"

(LEsprít Nouveau 19), an article by Ozenfant and Lê Corbusier/ later reprinted in La
Peinture moderne (1925). The complete image appears again in Urbanisme (1925),
reproducmg the above comment. The illustrations of an article in The Autocar, called

"The Harmony of Outline/" were transplanted into L Esprit Nouveau m the form of a

photo essay catled "Evolution dês formes de 1'automobile" (L Esprit Nouveau 13).

4. The content of these books was fírst pubUshed as a series of articles m L Esprít
Nouveau, with the exceptíon of the chapter "Architecture ou révolution," which was

added to Vers une architecture. The AÏmanach de lcirchitecture moderne was supposed to

have been number 29 of í/Espnf Nouveau, an issue entirely devoted to architecture/

but Ít never appeared.
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ARCHITECTURE

Double-page spreadfrom Vers une architecture/ 1923, with photographs of
a ventilator and a turbine taken from industrial catalogues.

Page from a Société Rateou publicity brochure m the CEsprit Nouveaua.r-
chives, with the image ofthe ventilator used by Lê Corbusier, above/ m Vers
une architechire.
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these two elements. In this unconventional manner of conceiving a

book/ one can see the influence of advertising techniques. As in ad-

vertising/ the strongest effect is achieved through the impact of the

visual material.
When a low-pressure centrifugal ventilator from the Rateau com-

is placed on the page opposite the opening of the chapter //Ar-

chitecture ou Révolution" in Vers une architecture, and a turbine from
the Centrale Electrique de Gennevilliers placed at the head of the

chapter, the message of this chapter derives from the interaction be-

tween title and images: it is not social conditions that most preoc-

cupy Lê Corbusier, it would seem/ but the condition of the architect

in an industrial society. The Rateau ventilator puns on the meanings

of mechanical revolution in a literal sense and industrial revolution.
In the article one reads/ //modern society does not recompense its in-

tellectuals judiciously/ but it still tolerates the old arrangements as to

property, which are a serious barrier to transforming the town or the
house." Lê Corbusier here is defending public property and the need

to address the housing problem through mass production—direct-

ing his critique/ that is/ precisely where a //revolution" in the posi-

tion of the architect in an industrial society is at stake.

The imagery derived from advertising is proportionately con-

siderably more pervasive in the pages of LEsprit Nouveau than that

from strictly architectural sources—for example/ Lê Corbusier/s fa-

mous borrowmg of photographs of American silos from the Gropius

article in the Werkbund Jahrbuch of 1913. Whereas the Gropius bor-

rowing (and the subsequent traveling of tlús image through avant-

garde journals) might also be read as a "media phenomenon"—as

Banham hás noted/ none of the architects had seen the silos in ques-
tion—the presence of this heterodox publicity material in UEsprit

Nouveaufs pages suggests a shift m the conventional interpretation

of that joumal: from an internai exchange among avant-garde move-

5. There is never only one reading in Lê Corbusier/s work. The Rateau ventilator can

also be interpreted as a spiral, one ofthe images that obsesses Lê Corbusier throughout

his life, and that in modern psychology is bound to the process of individuation. The
spiral may be seen as the expression of a path that goes from life to death to reenter

life. The renaissance of man (of the architect) is possible through the death of a part of
his previous being. "Architechire or Revolution" could from this point of view also

be read as Ínitiating a spirihial-cultural rebirth, WiÜiout exhausting the complex sig-

nülcance of the spiral/ one might also mention the myth of Daedalus, builder of the
labyrinth: /'d'après une tradition antique il aurait été capable de tendreun fil à travers
un coquille de limaçon." Karl Kerenyi/ Labyrínth-Studien (Zurich: Khein-VerIag, 1950),
p. 13.

6. Reyner Banham, A Concrete Atlantis: U.S. Industrial Buüdmg ana European híodern

Architecture (Cambridge/ Mass.: MIT Press, 1986), p. 11. In addition to the sources men-

tioned by Banham, it should be noted that Theo van Doesburg borrowed some Ím-
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Proof of an advertisement for Delage intended to appear in LTsprit
Nouveau. It was neuer published.
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Page from a Caproni publicüy brochure in the LTsprit Nouveau archives



ments (as if enclosed in their own "magic circle/" uncontaminated

by the materiais of low culture) to a dialogue with an emerging new

reality/ namely the culture of advertising and mass media.

Historically speaking/ there is nothing very surprising about this
impact ou Lê Corbusier of the visual ünagery and techniques of ad-

vertising. He witnessed firsthand.the passage from an industrial to

a consumer sodety/ with the corresponding development of mass

media and publicity and the formation of a "culture of consump-
tion." Lê Corbusier was very sensitive to Üús new culh.iral condition.

The production of consumer goods—as Theodor Adorno noted—

developed according to a logic completely internai to its own cycle/

to its own reproduction; its main mechanism was the culture in-

dustry/' the vehicles of which are the mass media—cinema/ radio/

advertismg/ and periodical publicaüons.
The media evolved from the technical revolution of the post"

World War I years in much the same way as the vehicles of speed/

automobiles and airplanes/ had emerged from the prewar revolu-

tion. Rádios and telecommunications had become household items

by the begiiming of the twenties.8 The media were developed as part

of the technology and instrumentation of war. What made possible

the involvement of só many distant countries in World War I was

communications/ which bridged the distance between the battlefield

and the places the news was being transmitted/ between the fight-
mg and the decision-makíng. The battle of the Mame is said to iiave

been won by coups de téléphone. The classic accounts of World War I

explain the significant role of propaganda built up among nations/

especially through the médium of the newspaper.
In contrast to the amount of attention that hás been focused on Lê

Corbusier/s architecture in relation to the culture of the machine age/

ages of silos from UEsprit Nouveau for publication in De Stijl 4 and 6 (1921). LêCOT-
busier and Ozenfant wrote to Van Doesburg reprimanding him for not creditmg

L'Esprit Nouveau as the source of the material. The same photographs of the silos reap-

peared in Kassak and Moholy-Nagy's Uj M.üveszek Konyoe (Vienna; republished in
Berlm as Buch neuer Künstler, 1922) and afterward in MA (nos. 3-6,1923). See Gladys
C. Fabre/ JThe Modern Spirit in FÍgurative Pamting: From Modemist Iconography to
a Modernist Conception of the Work of Art," in Lêger et 1'esprit moáerne (Paris: MIAM,

1982), pp. 99-100.

7, Max Horkheüner and Theodor Adorno, Dialectic of Enlightenment (NewYork, 1972).
See esp. the chapter "The culture industry." Also see Sérgio Moravia/ Adorno e la teoria

crítica delia società (Florence/1974), pp.33-37.

8. Cf. Marie-Odile Briot, "UEsprit Nouveau and Its View of the Sdences," m Léger et

1'esprít mademe, p. 62.

9. Stephen Kern, The Culture ofTimeand Space: 1880-1918 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard

University Press, 1983), p. 309.
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very little hasbeen paid to that of his architecture and the new means

of communication/ architech.ire and the culture of the consumer age.

The very idea of the "machine age/' we can see now/ served the

period as a symbolic concept/ doubtless to say largely induced by

the advertismg mdustry. Retrospectively speaking/ from the point
of view of criticism/ the concept of the "machine age" hás served the

purpose of sustaining the myth of the //modem movement" as an

autonomous artistic practiçe and of the architect as "interpretei" of
the new industrial reality.

Lê Corbusier not only had an "intuitive understanding of media

and a defmite feel for news/" as Marie-Odile Briot writes in one of

the few existing comments on Lê Corbusier and the media. Actual-

ly/ the idea can be advanced (and this is a working hypothesis) that
Purist culture, by which I understand Lê Corbusier and Ozenfanfs

project of arriving at a theory of culture in industrialized eveiyday
life through LTsprit Nouveau's pages/ is a "reflection/' m both the

specular and intellectual sense of the word/ on the culture of the new

means of communication/ the world of advertising and mass media.

How Lê Corbusier/s use of mass-media culture, of the everyday

images of the press/ industrial publicity/ department store mail-order
catalogues/ and advertisements as "ready-mades" to be incorpor-

ated mto his editorial work/ informed his visual search is a question

that belongs to the first meaning of the word //reflection.// The

architecfs tracings and sketches on the catalogues suggest that he

was not taking these images in a passive manner; these drawings tes-
tify to a formal search ultimately directed to actual pr actice. But there

is more/ and this is where the second meaning of the word "reflec-

10. At about the same time thai: serious artists were discovering in the industrial

landscape new religious symbols, businessmen were learning about the power of ad-

vertising. To stave off the perils of overproduction/ their advertising agencies tumed

to machine age ünagery to stimulaíe consumption/' Alan Trachtenberg, "The Art and

Design of the Machme Age/' New York Times Magazine, September 21,1986.

11, The term "machíne age" was coined in 1927 with the exhibition organized by the

Little Review in New York and is hardly adequate to characterize the artistic prad-ices

of the earlier part of the twentieth century in Europe. Critics interested m sustaining

the myth oftihe "modern movement" as an autonomous artistic practice are those who

under labels such as "machine age" puí together such different attihides toward the

industrial reality as, for instance, the Futurist, the Dadaist, and Lê Corbusier/s. The

differences, however/ are more striking than the similarities. While Lê Corbusier is

shcwing airplanes, for instance, he is talking about mass-produd-ion houses. It is Ím-

portant to note how much airplanes were part of the popular imagination, occupying

vast pages in the iUush-ated newspapers. Lê Corbusier is deploying a well-known

publicity technique: grabbing Üie attention of readers through their eyes in arder to
direct them, then/ to the important matter. The Futurists, on the other hand, were in-

different to the processes of industrializatíon.
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Above: Sketch page mdicating image of an airplane to be reproduced from
a Farman catalogue.

Page 69, above: Annotated page from aFarman publicití/ brochwe. The
image chosen wül later head thearticle "Dês yewc cfui ne voient pás...: li.
Les^avions" in UEsprit Nouveau 9 (1921), ana be reprinted with the same

chapter in Vers une architecture.

Page 69, below: Wm^ oftí Farman airplane as seen through the window by
a passenger. UIUustration, February 1919.
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SpreadfromT\\eAutocaT,July2,1921, in í/ieUEspritNouveauflrc/iroes.
The images appeared in l/Esprit Nouveau 13 (1921) under the heading

EvolutÍon dês formes de Yautomobile."
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Back cover ofa childs school wtebook, in the UEsprit Nouveau archives.
Lê Corbusier used this image seueml times.
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Mockup oflayout of Hermes bagsfor l/Esprit Nouveau 24 (1924).

T^^uipment ofa French soldier during the war. UIllustration/ February
1919.
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tion" comes in. Lê Corbusier identified in the very existence of the

printed media an important conceptual shift regarding the function

of culture and the perception of the exterior world by the modern in-
dividual. In L'Art décoratif dfctujourd'hui he writes, //The fabulous

development of the book/ of prmt/ and the classífícation of the whole

of the most recent archaeological era/ hás flooded our minds and

overwhelmed us. We are m a completely new situation. Everything
//12

ísknown to us.'
This new condition in which one knows //everything about every-

thing" represents a transformation of traditional culture. Paradoxi-

cally^ theclassical/ humanist accumulation of knowledge, a process

that was strongly Cartesian and deductive/ becomes problematic
Further on I shaÍl discuss Lê Corbusier/s position vis-à-vis the epis-

temological break represented by the media. Meanwhile/1 shall ad-

dress one aspect of it/ his view of the status of the artwork m an in-

dustrial society.
The role of ari in society was/ in Lê Corbusier's view, radicallyal-

tered by the existence oí mass media. In L'Art décoratif d'aujourd hui

he writes/ "Here/ in widespread use in books/ schools/ newspapers/

and at the cinema/ is the language of our emotions that was in use in

the arts for thousands of years before the twentieth century." And m

the introduction to La Peinture moderne, he writes with Ozenfant/

"Imitative art hás been left behind by photography and cinema. The

press and the book operate much more efficiently than art relative to

religious/ moral/ or political aims. What is the destiny of the art of

today?"

12. Lê Corbusier, L'Art décomtifd'aujourd'hui (Paris: Editions Crês, 1925), p. 23.

13. Abraham Moles, in Ms Sociodmamicjue de ïa culture (Paris/ 1960), notes: "The role of

culturefô to provide the individual with a screen oí conceptsm which he projects his

perceptions of the exterior world. This conceptual saeen had in traditíonal culturea

radonal reticular stmchire, organized m anaünost geomeh-ical fashion.. .we ^knew

how to place new concepts with reference to old ones Modern culture, mosaiccul-

Íure. ofíers us a screen which is Uke a series oí fibers glued together at random. This

screen is estabUshed by the submersion of the individual in a flux oí disparate mês-

sage~s,-with no hierarchies of principies: he knows eyerything about everythmS^the

stmcture of his thought is extremely reduced." Lê Corbusier'sconstant attempts to

classify his knowledge do not exempt his work from this cultural condition described
by Moles/ but rather make Ít one of its possible manifestations. The conventionallty

with-which Lê Corbusicr constmcts the table oí contents m his books/ in an aïmost

nineteenth-century fashion, stands dramatically in opposition to their actual content,

which is drawn from ali kinds oí sources of information and manifested according to

the new "visual thinking" strongly indebted to the new condition of printed mass-in-

formation.
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LEsprít Nouvesu between avant-garde and modernity: the
status of the artwork and the everyday object
One question that presents itself in relation to Lê Corbusier/s use of

publicity images as //ready-mades" is to what extent this is paralleled

by Dadaist practices. This question contains a conceptual problem

that hás become ünportant in recent criticai discourse—the dif-

ference between modemism and the avant-garde in the context of

the first half of this century. A comparison between Lê Corbusier/s
image of a bidet by the manufacturer Maison Pirsoul, pubUshed in

UEsprít Nouveau, and Marcel Duchamp/s Fountain by R. Mutt of 1917

will serve as a starting point for this discussion.

These are/ if we take representation as a bransparent médium/ two
plumbing fixhires. The origin of the fírst is its publication in the

pages of L Esprit Nouveau; there is no other "original." The second
was supposed to have been exhibited in the Salon of theIndepen-

dents in New York/ but never was, as it was rejected and sub-

sequently lost; what remains is only the photograph of it. Neverthe-

less/ it is this document together with a piece of contemporary
criticism by Beatrice Woods in The Blind Man, a New York Dada jour-

nal/ that hás assured this piece a place in history. Thus both of these
objects conceived by Duchamp and Lê Corbusier exist only as //re-

productions." Another aspect of the lack of an original hás to do with

the objects each reproduction represents. Duchampfs artwork is a

mass-produced object turned upside-down/ signed/ and sent to an

art exhibition. Lê Corbusier/s prime matter is an advertising image/

obviously taken from an industrial catalogue, and placed in the
pages of an art joumal.

These are the superficial similarities between the two documents.

Their difference/ however/ resides in the meaning of each gesture and

the context in which it is placed. The context of the Fountain by R.

Mutt is the exhibition space. It does not matter that it was never ex-

hibited there. It hás to be thought of in that setting; its interpretation

14, The problem I address-.-is not what modernism 'really was/ but rather how Ít

was perceived retrospectively, what dominarLt values and knowledge it carried, and

how Ít functíoned ideologically and culturally afterWorld War II. It is a spedfic ünage
of modernism that hás become the boné of contention for the postmodems, and that

image hás to be reconstructed if we want to understand postmodernism's problematic

relationship to the modernist tradition and its daims to difference." Andreas Huys-

sen, "Mappmg the Postmodern/" Neio German Critique 33 (1984), p. 13. The usual equa-

tion of the avant-garde with "modernism" is part of this received view. The "ism" Ín

this sense is particularly telling—it reduces everyüiing to a style. Against thisheritage

we should indeed try to understand the spedfícity of the different projects that fali
within the modem period—or perform, m Manfredo Tafuri's words, "a thorough in-

vestigation of whether Ít is still legitima te to speak of a Modem Movement as a mon-

olithic corpus of ideas, poetics and linguistic traditions." Manfredo Tafuri, Theoríes ana

History of Archüecture (New York, 1976; original ed. Rome and Bari/1969), p, 2.
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'The Richard Mutt Case" in The Blind Man 2 (1917).
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Pagefrom LTsprit Nouveau 20 (1924).
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ïllustmted page ana company name ana address from the cauer of the pub-
Ucity catalogue Fountams íssued by the manufàcturer f. L. Mott. Besides
ven/ elabomte ("artístíc") fountams, this welÍ-known company also pro-
duceâ plumbmgfixtures, which suggests the possibüity that thetitle ofDu-
champ's work, Fountain by R. Mutt/ is a play on this manufactureis name.
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is inseparable from it. As Peter Bürger says in his book Theon/ of the

Avant-Garde, the meaning of Duchamp/s gesture derives from the

contrast between mass-produced object on the one hand and signa-

ture and art exhibit on the other. In signing a mass-produced object/
Duchamp is negating the category of individual creation and un-

masking the art market, where a signature means more than the qual-

ity of the work. The avant-garde gesture/ in Bürger/s definition/ is an

attack on art as an institution.

To what extent can we consider Lê Corbusier/s bidet an avant-

garde gesture? The context of the Lê Corbusier bidet is L Esprít

Nouveau. The image heads an article titled "Other Icons: The Mu-
seums," which belongs to a series published between 1923 and 1924,

later reprinted in UArt dêcoratif dfaujourd'hui in 1925. The series was

issued in preparation for the 1925 Exposition dês Arts Décoratifs in

Paris. In the article Lê Corbusier writes/ "Museums have just been
bom. There were none in other tünes. In the tendentious incoherence

of museums the model does not exíst/ only the elements of a point

of view. The true museum is the one that contams everything/

These observations on museums again seem dose to Duchamp.

The museum viewer can only perform an inteüectual operation; con-

templation is no longer possible. When the Fountain by R. M.utt was
rejected by the Independents as "plagiarism/ a plain piece of plumb-

ing// Beatrice Woods (presumably in agreement with Duchamp)
wrote in The Blind Man, "Whether Mr. Mutt with his own hands

made the fountain or not hás no importance. He CHOSE it. He took
an ordinary article of life/ placed ít só that its useful significance dis-

appeared under the new title and point of view—created a new

thought for that object/' If the museum transforms the work of art—

in fact, creates it as such—and allows the viewer only an inteUectual

15. Peter Bürger, Theon/ of the Avant-Garde (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota

Press, 1984), p. 52. Burger also remarks how easüy Duchamp's gesture is consumed:

/JIt is obvious that this kind of provocation cannot be repeated mdefinitely: here, it is

the ídea that the individual is the subject of artistic creadon. Once the signed bottle
drier hás been accepted as an object that deserves a place in a museum/ the provoca-

tíon no longer provokes, it hirns into Íts opposite.. .it does not denounce the art market

but adapts to it," Manfredo Tafuri also gives priority to the question of architecture as

an instihition. He writes/ /'one cannot 'anticipate' a class architechire; what is possible

is the introduction of class criticism mto architechire.... Any attempt to overthrow the

instihjtion, the discipline, with the most exasperated rejections or the most paradoxi-

cal ironies—let us learn from Dada and Surrealism—is bound to see itself turned mto

a positive contributíon/ into a 'constructive' avant-garde/ mto an ídeology ali the more

positive as it is dramatícaily criticai and self-critica l." Theories ana History of Architec-

ïure, note to the second (Italian) edition. See also, m this regard, Lionello Venhiri/iïis-

toryofArt Criticism (New York/1964 ).
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experience of it/ Marcel Duchampfs act consists in puttin? t^i,
con-

in evidence: creating a new thought for an ordinary product.
The Maison Pirsoul bidet is an everyday object/ an industriai

product/ and Lê Corbusier never intended it to abandon this status.

His statement that it should be in a museum does not mean he in-
tended to present it as an art object. That the bidet should be in a

museum—to be precise, in the museum of decorative arts—means

to Lê Corbusier that the bidet speaks of our culture/ as the folklore

of a certain place spoke of that placas culturc m other times. But in

the places where the railway had already arrived, as Lê Corbusier

realized/ after Loos/ folklore could no longer be preserved. The in-

dustnal product had become the folklore of the age of communica-

tions. Both folklore and industrial production are collective phen-

amena. Usrt décoratif moderne did not have the individual character

of artistic creation but the anonymous one of industrial production/
of folklore.

While Duchamp was questioning the institution of art and artis-

tic individual production. Lê Corbusier/ more in line with Adolf Loos

(who was also fascinated with sanitary material)/ was distinguish-

ing between the object of use and the art object. Indeed/ Lê Cor-
busier's arguments in L'Art décomtif d'aujourd'huí are strongly in-

debted to Loos, who not only wrote the famous essay "The Plum-
bers" (1898), but in 1908 wrote another essay called //The

Superfluous." This text is devoted to the architects of the Werkbund.
Loos writes:

Now they have ali gathered together in a congress in Munich.

They want to demonstrate their importance to our craftsmen
and industrialists.... Only the products of industries that ha vê

managed to keep away from the superfluous have attained the
style of our times: our automobile industry/ our production of
glass, our optical instruments/ our canes and umbrellas/ our

suitcases and trunks/ our saddles and our silver cigarette cases/
our jewelry and our dresses are modern. Certamly, the cul-

tivated products of our time do not have any relation to art. The
nineteenth century will pass into history as having effected a

radical break between art and industry.

Contrary to the received view of Loos/ it is not only the unself-
consdous craftsman/ the master saddler/ who is "modern." Modern/

for Loos/ includes everything we do not know as such: anonymous

collective production. Lê Corbusier/ like Loos/ distinguishes between
art and life/ between the art object and the everyday object. He does

not deny the individuality of artistic creation. In L'Art décomtif d'au-
jourdhui he writes:

16. Lê Corbusier/ L Art décoratif d'aujourd'hui, p. 57.
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Permanence of the decorative arts? or more precisely/ of the ob-
jects that surround ue? It is there that we have to pass judg-
ment: the Sistine Chapei first/ then chairs and file cabinets—to

tell the truth/ problems of a second order/ as the cut of a man s
suit is a second-order problem in his life. Hierarchy. First the

Sistine Chapei/ that is/ works where passion is inscribed. Then/
macïúnes for sitting, for classifying/ for illuminating/ machines-

types, problems of purification/ of cleanliness/ of clarification,

before problems of poetry.
There are three key words m this passage: permanence, passion, and

purífication. The first two are associated with art/ the third one with

the everyday object. For Lê Corbusier the essential thing about art is

its permanence/ lastingness. As Banham hás noted/ Lê Corbusier
rejected the Futurist theory of the caducztà or ephemerality of the

work of art. He distinguishes works of art from works of technology

and insists that only the latter are perishable.

Against the products of reason Lê Corbusier sets the products of

passion/ the passion of a creative man/ a genius. The capacity of a
work of art to provoke an emotion, qualitatively different from the

pleasures of a beautiful object, for Lê Corbusíer lies m recognizing

the passionate gesture of the artist who created it, in any time or

place. He thus sets apart the artwork from the everyday object/ the
artist from ali the other //producers// m society.

Finally/ Uart décoratif moderne promotes cleanliness, purification.

This notion reminds us once again of Loos/ when in //The Plumbers/
after commentmg on América in a manner reminiscent of Du-

champ ("the most remarkable difference bebveen Áustria and

América is the plumbmg")/ he goes on to say:
We don/t really need art. We don/t even have a culture of our
own yet. This is where the state could come to the rescue. In-

stead of putting the cart before the horse/ instead of spending
money on art/ lefs try producing a culture. Let'@ put up baths
next to the academies and employ bath attendants along with

professors.

However/ Loos's caustic and irreverent writings should be distin-

guished from the shock tactics of Dada. A comment made by Walter

Benjamin in reference to Karl Kraus is applicable here to Loos, who

predicted that in the twentieth cenhiry a single civilization would

17.Ibid./p.77.

18. Reyner Banham/ Theon/ ana Design in ïhe First M.achine Age (New York: Praeger/

1978), p. 250.

19.1 am refemng to the comment, "The only works of art América hás created are its

installations and its bridges/' in The Blind Man, 2 (1917).
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I?iï?,t€ the earth: "satirc is the only legitimate form of
art/' /The greatest type ofsatirist/' continues Benjamin "npvS?13?

fírmer grounds under his feet than amid a generation about^ï.nad
'oard

tanlcsav\d put on ^as masks/ a mankind that hás run outof tear^.
not of Iaught?//2(r Lê Corbusier is a post-World War Ï figure, L^
prewar one. While it is possible to estabUsh relations b^^w^sã

c/ a crucial questíon remains unanswered: how much does"/h^
demarcation Une of the war cause them to be such different ihÍ^^
cal witnesses?

Faut-íl brúier lê Louvre?

The keyto Lê Corbusier/s position on universal culture is to be found
in his idea of the museum: /The true museum is the one that'conu

tains everything/' Lê Corbusier makes this comment in the context
of his publication of the bidet. With this definition/ however/"the

museum and the worid become conflated with each other.

then/ Lê Corbusier is not talking about museums after ali/ at least not
in the literal sense/ especially since/ as we have seen/ he is not sup--

gesting that the bidet is an art object. In this respect/ it is interestiní

to notice the way m which he bvists his argument later/ in L'Arí
décoratif dfaujourd'hui, to talk about popular literature (fe sais tout,

Sciences et vie Sciences et voyages) cinema/ newspapeï-s, photography/

and everytiiing from the new culture industry that brings/ as it were/
the world into our Uving rooms.

What makes the museum obsolete as a nmeteenth-century ac-

cumulatíve institution is the mass media. Thus when Lê Corbusier

says the true museum should contam everything he is talking about

an imagmary museum/ a museum that comes into being with the
new means of communication/ somethmg dose to what Malraux will

later call a "museum without walls/'^ "For a long time/' says Lê

Corbusier in a document called //Lettre de Paris" conserved in the

Fondation Lê Corbusier/ //painting had as its main objective the crea-
tion of documents. Those documents were the first books.,.. But a

hundred years ago photography arrived, and thirty years ago/

cinema. Documents are obtained today by an objective click/ or by a
film that rotates/' 3

20. Walter Benjamin, "Karl Kraus/' m Reflections (New York: Harcourt Brace Jovan-
ovích, 1979), p. 260.

21. Lê Corbusier/ UArt décomtifá'aujowd'hw, p.128.

22. André Malraux, "The Museum without Walls/' in The Voices ofSiïence (Garden City,
N,Y: Doubleday, 1953). ' -"-' --.—,-^——^

23. "Lettre de Paris/" undated manuscript, Fondation Lê Corbusier/ Al (16). The docu-

ment is part of the UEsprit Nouveau archives. The argument is só dose to that oíL'Art

décoratifd'aujourd'hui as to suggest a 1924-25 date.
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Lê Corbusier, Museum of Unlimited Growth, 1939.

"Fresque." Illustration in L/Esprit Nouveau 19 (1923).

Title block ofan article in L/Esprit Nouveau 6 (1921).

Since everything is known to us through the media the problem
is no longer that of mere documentation/ but of the classifícation of

information. The question of museums gives way, in Lê Corbusier/s

argument/ to that of classifícation. As he says of Ronéo file cabinets,
In the XXth century we have leamed to classify//

Malraux begins his //Museum without Walls" by reflecting on the

transformation of the "work of art" in the context of the museum:

ARomanesque crucifix was not regarded by itscontemporaries
as a work of sculpture/ nor Cimabue/s Mfldonna as a picture....

Museums have imposed on the spectator a w^holly new attitude
toward the work of ari. For they have tended to estrange the
works they bring together from their original functions and to

transform even portraits into pictures/

The museum/ Malraux argues/ is the place where the work of art

is constituted as such. Walter Benjamin takes somehow the reverse

route when he whtes:

By the absolute emphasis on its cult value/ it [the work of art

in prehistoric times] was/ first and foremost/ an mstrument of

magic. Only later did it come to be recognized as a work of art.
In the same way today/ by the absolute emphasis on its exMbi-

tion value/ the work of art becomes a creation with entirely new
functions/ among which the one we are conscious of/ the artis-

tic function, later may be recognized as incidental/
Mechanical reproduction, suggests Benjamin/ qualitatively mod-

ifíes the nahire of art in modifying the relation of the public with it.

Something of this order was understood by Lê Corbusier when he

wrote (in response to Marcel Temporal/ who was heading a group of

pamters attempüng to recuperate the fresco as an artistic médium):

The fresco wrote history upon the walls of churches and pai-
aces/ told stories of virtue or of vanity. There were no books—

one read the frescoes. (In passing, a quick homage to Victor
Hugo: "This will kill that." ).. .The poster is the modem fresco/

and its place is in the street. It lasts not five centuries but two

weeks/ and then it is replaced/

24, Malraux/ "The Museum without Walls/" pp. 13-14.

25. Walter Benjamin/ "The Work of Art in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproduction/' m
Bluminations (New York: Schocken Books, 1969), p. 225.

26. "Fresque," UEsprit Nouveau, 19. The posters that Lê Corbusier was admiring were

those of Cassandre. However, he did not know at the time, or did not acknowledge,

their authorship. Instead/ he wrote to the company the posters were advertising/ te

Boucheron, in an effort to obtain a publicity contract for LEsprit Nouveau. See letters

of June 6 snd 14, 1924, m Fondation Lê Corbusier/ Al (17). Of course, Cassandre's

posters were not "Ari" for Lê Corbusier, but one more inetance of the beautiful objects

that industriaUzed eveiyday Ufe was producing.
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L'art est partout dans la rue cfui est lê musée du present et au -passe,
writes Lê Corbusier in L'Art décoratifdfaujourd'hui. The works in this

imaginary "museum" are the poster/ fashion/ the mdustrial design

object/ advertising; they are the equivalent in our time of the madon-

nas/ cmcifixes/ and frescoes of medieval society. That is to say/ we do

not perform in front of them an intellectual operation. We perceive

them m a mood of relaxation that/ among other things, aUows ad-

vertising to become effective. They constitute the objects of a cult/

the cult of consumption, as necessary to the reproduction of the so-

ciai system as religion was in medieval times. They embody the

values and myths of our society. As Adorno and Horkheimer have

noted/ they are not only the vehicles of an ideology/ they are ideol-

ogy itself.
Any criticai reassessment of Lê Corbusier/s position in the light

of a "critique of ídeology" must take into account this structural con-

dition of capitalist society/ and the role of media and advertising. Par-

ticularly in the case of Lê Corbusier/ perhaps the first architect fully

to understand the nature of the media (to put it bluntly^ he published

some fifty books)/ criticai theories exclusively founded on the notion

of traditional building production are insufficient. I shall return to

this subject shortly: the architect as (re)producer. In the meantime/ a

pending question: if //the press and the book operate much more ef-

ficiently than Art relative to relígious/ moral, or political aims/ what

destiny is left to art in an industrial society?"

As we have seen/ for Lê Corbusier the everyday object/ the in-

dustrial product/ the engineer/s construction were not works of ari:

I discará/ I discard.... My lífe isnft meant to preserve dead
things. I discará Stevenson/s locomotive.... I will discard ev-

erytlung, for my twenty-four hours must be productive/ bril-

liantly productive. I will discard everything of the past/ every-
thmg except that which still serves. Certam things serve for-

ever: they are Art/
With such a statement/ Lê Corbusier distinguishes himself from

the avant-garde, understood as an attack on High Art. For him/ per-

manence still differentiates the artwork from the everyday object/ ar-

chitechire from engineering, pamtmg from posters. The artist as

maker is set apart from the rest of producers in industrial society. The

institution of ari, its autonomy from everyday life/ remains intact.

Nor is Lê Corbusier the quintessentially modernist figure we are ac-

customed to see portrayed in conventional histories. Perhaps the
best evaluation is still Manfredo Tafuri/s when/ in his Theories ana

Histon/ of Architecture, he notes in passing that Lê Corbusier did not

27. Lê Corbusier, L'Art décomtif d'aujourd'hui, p.182.
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accept the new industrial conditions as an externai reality/ did not

relate to them as an "interpreter/7 but rather aspired to enter into
them as a "producer."

Interpreters are those who perpetuate the figure of the artist-
magician, in the Benjaminian definition, those who/ faced by the "new

nature of artificial things" to be used as raw material m their artistic

work/ remain anchored to the principie of mimesis. On the opposite

side is the artist-surgeon, again in the Benjaminian sense/ one who hás

understood that reproduction techniques create new conditions for

the artist, the public/ and the media of production. Instead of pas-

sively admiring the "equipment," they go behind it and use it.

The architect as (re)producer
In his books and articles Lê Corbusier borrows the rhetoric and tech-

niques of persuasion of modern advertising for his own theoretical

argumenta and manipulates actual advertisements to incorporate
his own vision, thus blurring the limits between text and publicity.

He does this consciously/ arguing that in this way persuasion is most

effective: "UEsprit Nouveau" he armounces in the publicity brochure

sent to industrialists/ //is read caünly. You surprise your client into

calmness/ distance from business/ and he listens to you because he
doesn/t know you are going to solicit him.//

In obtaining advertising contracts Lê Corbusier often reversed the

usual procedure. Once he had incorporated images from industrial

catalogues in his articles/ or even published actual advertisements in

the review/ he would send the company a letter with a copy of

L Esprít Nouveau and request payment for the publicity the company

was receiving. Of course/ the request was not made só crudely, but

rather wrapped up in Lê Corbusier/s flattering rhetoric: the product

had been singled out as representative of the spirit of the times/ and
só forth.

28. Benjamin studies film as an example of an art m which the reproduction techni-

quês confer a new condition on the artist, the public, and the media of production. He

writes: "The magician and the surgeon behave respectively like the painter and the

operator. The painter keeps, in his work/ a natural distance from what he is given,

while Üie operator peneta-ates deeply into the texhire of the data,... [The image ] of the

painter is total, that of Üie operator is multifragmented, and its parts are rearranged

according to a new law. Therefore the cinema tic representation of reality is vastly more

meaningful for the modern man because/ precísely on íhe basis of its mtense penetra-

tion through the equipment, it offers him that aspect, free from the equipment, that

he can legitimately ask from the work of art." "The Work of Art in the Age of Its

Mechanical Reproductíon/' p. 233. Tafuri finds in this passage a principie by which
to identify the distinctive features of the twentieth-cenhiry avant-gardes. It is interest-

ing to note that he includes Marcel Duchamp among those who perpehiate the figure

of the artist-magician. Theoríes and History of Architecture, p. 32.
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The strategy was not always effective: //Les bagages Moynat
thank LfEspritNouveau's administration very much for the free pub-

licity given to them in issues 11 and 13.. .but we cannot commit our-
selves for the moment to an advertising contract." In some cases/

however/ as with the company Innovation, Lê Corbusier not only ob-

tained an advertising contract for UEsprit Nouveau but a commission

to redesígn and publish its catalogue. This type of commission/ also
pursued with other companies such as Ingersoll-Rand and Ronéo/

was part of a wider project conceived by Lê Corbusier as Catalogues

spéciaux de UEsprit Nouveau: //We have thus conceived a kind of

publicity that is almost editorial/ but it can only be applied—this is

evident—to products whose fabrication and use are consistent with

a certain esprit nouveau." (Note that it is not the product itself, its for-

mal qualities/ that count/ but its fabrication and use.) "LEsprit Nou-

veau itself comments on the product of the advertising firm, and,
with respect to the clientele, this will certainly have an effectiveness

that is far different from ordinary publicity/"
The company was to ha vê a full page with a different text and il-

lustration published in each issue of UEsprit Nouveau for a year. At

the end of the year/ the twelve pages thus constituted would be

printed "m an edition of 3/000 (cr more) on fine paper/ put together
to form a brochure or catalogue called //L/Esprit Nouveau" that the

advertising fírm "will be able to distribute usefully to a certain seg-

ment of its clientele."
Innovation/s first page of "editorial publicity" appeared in LEs-

prít Nouveau 18. Instead of tihe conventional text of an Iimovation

catalogue—"An Innovation armoire holds three times as much as an
ordinary armoire. Makes arder. Avoids unnecessary folds"—one

reads/ "Construction in series is necessary to settmg up house....

This is followed in L'Esprít Nouveau 19 by /To construct in series is

to dedicate oneself to the pursuit of the element.... By analyzing the

element one arrives at a standard. We must establish the standards

of constmction—windows/ doors/ plans, distribution/ and ali the in-

terior mechanics that modern man requires for its comfort and

hygiene/' This tone seems to intensify progressively. A double page
in LfEsprit Nouveau 20, laid out in the shape of an hour glass/ starts

with/ "The war hás shaken us out of our torpor. Taylorism hás been

spoken of and achieved.... // Throughout those pages specific ref-

erences to Innovation products are practicaüy nonexístÊnt.

While this is not the place to attempt a complete analysis of these

pages of publicity produced by Lê Corbusier—an analysis/ Ishould

note in passing, that would prove very fruitful not only for an un-
derstanding of Lê Corbusier/s ideology, but also for tradng the

source of certain of his architectural concepts such as the horizontal

wíndow—I shall try to relate this strategy ofLe Corbusier/s to con-

temporary advertising strategies.

In his book The Making ofModern Advertísing Daniel Pope divides
the history of advertismg into three periods. The third one/ the

modem era, extends from 1920 to the present/ and is defined as the
"era of market segmentation// At this point the marketplace begms

to be transformed from production for mass consumption—that is/

for an undifferentiated group of consumers—to one of production

for consumption in a stratified marketplace characterized by con-
sumers organized into relatively well-defined subgroups. UEsprit

Nouveau^s special catalogues fali clearly into this category. The audi-

ence becomes in this context the "product" to be sold to advertisers.

Thus the contract with Innovation states/ "Mr. Jeanneret will hrmself

take responsibility for the writing of the text and the choice of im-

ages to accompany it/ thereby furnishmg you with a catalogue that

can favorably influence your clientele and especiaüy architects.

Another publicity strategy employed by Lê Corbusier includes
the portrayal of his own work in actual advertisements/ as often oc-
curs in the Almanach de 1'architecture moderne (the content of the Al-

manach was originally intended to be issue 29 of UEsprit Nouveau,

which never appeared). The image used m the text and in the adver-

tisement is the same. Sometünes an ímage of a built work by the ar-

chitect is placed in the advertisement of a company that hás been in-

volved in its construction (Summer, Euboolith, etc.), a strategy that

clearly íllustrates the previous point—pubücity addressed to a tar-

geted group/ in this case architects.

Another dimension is added when the process is reversed/ as hap-

pens with the Immeubles-Viüas. The image in the Almanach text and

in the advertisement is again the same. But since the Immeubles-VU-

las do not actually exist/ their appearance in an advertisement con-

fers on them a degree of legitimacy (beyond that which publishing
already confers). The advertising context elides the realm of ideas
with the world of facts. Something of the same order also happens

when Lê Corbusier associates himself with industriaUsts for his

visionary projects. Lê Corbusier/ as Stanislaus von Moos hás pointed

out/ tried to involve the Michelin tire company in the Plan Voiein for

Paris. The plan was to have been called Plan M.ichelin et Voisin au

Centre de Paris (the Michelin and Voisin Plan for the Center of Paris).

29. Fondation Lê Corbusier/ AI (7), 194. 30. Fondation Lê Corbusier, Al (17), l.
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Double-page spread ddvertisenient for Innovation. LTsprit Nouveau 20
(1924).
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In a letter to Michelin Lê Corbusier wrote/ //Through association of
the name Michelin with our plan/ the project will acquü'e con-

síderable mass appeal. It wÜl become possible to motivate public

opinion in a much more fundamental way than would be possible

through books/ for example/ As this statement reveals. Lê Cor-
busier/s interest in industrial publicity was twofold: on the one hand/

the industrialists were to provide economic support for his projects/

editorial or otherwise; on the other/ the association with such con-

cerns would have a multiplying effect owmg precisely to the reputa-
tion of their names and products within mass culhire. Of course/ the

blurring of the limits betvreen publicity and content in UEsprit
Nouveau was more effective not only for the advertised product but

also for the dissenúnation of the review/s theories. Eveiy time its

readers were confronted in another context with, for instance, a

Ronéo advertisement/ they would inevitably associate it with Lê
Corbusier's ideas.

L Esprít Nouveau was effectively used by Lê Corbusier to publicize

his own \vork. In the archives of the review^ in the Fondation/ there

is a box containing numerous letters from potential clients. These

were readers of the magazine or visitors to the UEsprit Nouveau
pavilion in the Exposition dês Arts Décoratífs. As Roberto Gabetti and

Cario dei Olmo have noted/ the pavilion was used by Lê Corbusier

not to launch the magazine but to attract a professional clientele/

Lê Corbusier answered the letters he received/ sending sketches and

preliminary budgets and, in some cases/ proposing an actual site.

While this is a subject for detailed study/ it is sufficíent for our pur-

poses to note that some readers of L Esprit Nouveau became actual
clients.

When L Esprít Nouveau ceased publication in 1925 ( "Five years is

a lot for a magazine/" Lê Corbusier declared/ "one ought not to repeat

oneself continuously. Others/ younger people/ will have younger

ídeas )/ he emerged from the experience as an established architect.

This maturation process was abetted by his production of the review

and the nature of the audience it was reaching. Statistics included in

a letter to the Ateliers Primavera, a subsidiary of the Prmtemps

department store/ in an effort to obtain an advertising contract, state

that only 24.3% of LfEsprit Nouveau's subscribers were artists (pain-

ters and sculptors). The rest comprised "people occupying active

31. Stanislaus von Moos, "Urbanism andTransculh.iralExchanges, 1910-1935: A Sur-

vey/' in H. Allen Brooks, ed-, The Lê Corbusier Archive (New York, T. 983}, vol. IO/ p. xiü.

32. Fondadon Lê Corbusier, Al (5). See also Roberto Gabetti and Cario dei Okno, Lê
Corbusier e UEsprit Nouveau (Turin/ 1975), pp. 215-25.
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LÊS ABONNÉS OE L'ESPR1T NOUVEAU

Map ofsubscribers. LTsprit Nouveau 17 (1922).

ïmwvatwn^ puUicity Ïeaflet in the shape of a wardrobe trunk, from the
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positions in society." Architects/ of course/ were included in the lat-
ter category/ together with doctors, lawyers/ teachers/ engineers/ in-

dustrialists/ and bankers. While these statistics are not entirely reli-

able—Lê Corbusier also asserted that UEsprít Nouveau had a circula-

tion of 5/000 copies when the maximum ever reached was 3/500—his
statement m the same letter that "L'Esprít Nouveau finds íts most sym-

pathetic response precisely in the active milieu of societ/ not only

was a stratagem to sell UEsprit Nouveau readership as a "product to
the Ateliers Primavera/ but it also reveals Lê Corbusier/s relentless

desire to integrate Ms work into the contemporary conditions of

production. The largest group of subscribers was/ as he claims/ con-
sütuted by industrialists and bankers—31%; architects made up

8%. Fmancing for the magazine/ which it was Lê Corbusier/s

responsibility to produce/ also carne largely from industrialists and

bankers/ many of Swiss origin/
Lê Corbusíer's understanding of the media also secured his re-

view a place in the mternational architectural circuits. A map pub-
lished in L'Esprít Nouveau 17 shows the distribution of subscribers

by country of origin. Lê Corbusier and Ozenfant even attempted at

one point to come out with an English-language version of the
review/ but //L/affaire Amériçaine/' as they themselves called the

project/ was never realized. UEsprit Nouveau was part of an ex-

change network with avant-garde magazines such as MA, Stavba, De

Stijl, Vesch/Gegenstand/Objet, Disk, and others. Correspondence in the
Fondation illuminates Lê Corbusier/s relatíons with El Lissitzy, Ilya

Ehrenburg/ Walter Gropius/ Laszlo Moholy-Nagy/ Theo van Does-

burg/ Karel Teige. Perhaps the most telling document in this respect/
not only on a symbolic levei/ is a card Sigfried Giedion wrote to Lê

Corbusier in 1925 mentioning that he was preparing a book on

modern architecture and that Moholy-Nagy had recommended that

he visit Lê Corbusier.
We can already see in this the network of the avant-garde engaged

in its own historical legitimation, something Giedion would carry

out on full scale as the first "operative critic" of the modern move-
36

ment.'

33. Fondation Lê Corbusier/ Al (10).

34. Fondation Lê CorbusÍer, Al (18). See also Gabetti and dei Olmo/ Lê Corbusier e

UEsprit Nouveau, pp. 215-25.

35. Fondation Lê Corbusíer, Al (17), 105.

36. '/What is normaUy meant by 'operative criticism' is an analysis oí architechire (or

of the arts m general) that, instead of an abstract survey, hás as its objective the plan-

ning of a precise poetical tendency/ anticipated in its structure and deríved from his-

torical analyses programmatically distorted and finalised." Manfredo Tafuri, Theoríes
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Lê Corbusier between modernity and tradition
A drawing by Lê Corbusier with the heading //Ronéo// found m the

archives of UEsprit Nouveau, provides the occasion for the last sec-

tion of this essay. Lê Corbusier appears to have been in the process
of making a Special Catalogue ÜEsprít Nouveau" for the Ronéo com-

pany. What the drawing illustrates/ however/ is the famous Perret-

Lê Corbusier debate over the horizontal window, concernine which
Bruno Reichlin hás made an insightful analysis. Perret maintained

that the vertical window/ the porte fenêtre, "reproduces an impression

of complete space because it permits a view of the ëtreet/ the gar-

den/ and the sky, giving a sense of perspectivai depth. The horizon-
tal window/ on the other hand/ diminishes one/s perception and cor-

rect appreciation of the landscape. In fact/ Perret argues/ it cuts out
precisely that which is most interesting.

Perret expresses here with an exceptional clarity the authority of

the traditional notion of representation within a realistic epistem-

ology/ representation defined as the subjective reproduction ofan ob-

jective reality. In these terms/ Lê Corbusier/s concept of tlie horizon-

tal window/ as well as other aspects of his work/ undermines this
concept of representation. CIassical painting attempted to identify

images with their models. Purist paintings/ built up with shapes and

images of recognizable objects—bottles/ glasses/ books/ pipes/ and
só forth—eschew this identification/ as Ozenfant and Jeanneret
claim. In La Peinture moderne they define the standard objects that

they chose to represent in their paintings as //objects of the most per-

fect banality/ which have //the advantage of a perfect readability."

That is, they avoid being dispersed by their own aUusiveness/ by
deviation of attention.

The terms of Lê Corbusier's //pictorial frontality" have been read
by Rosalind Krauss as threefold:

First, the object is registered as pure extension, as flat shape
which never breaks rank with the picture/s frontality to sug-

gest a turning of one of its facets into depth. Second, the con-
stellation of objects wedge together in that insistent continuity
of edges which the Purists caiïed mariage de contours. Third,

color and texture are handled in a manner that caÜs attention

ana History of Archiiecture, p. 141. The relations between "operative criticism" and a

consumerist" cultural situation are clear: differences are canceled by the process of

labeling^ and the product in tum becomes marketable.

37. Bruno Reichlin, "The Prós and Cons of the Horizontal Window/' Daidalos 13 0984).
For the debate behveen Lê Corbusier and Perret/ see Paris joumal, v.1.12 (1923), v.14.12

(1923), and v.28.12 (1923) in Fondation Lê Corbusier.

38. Marcel Zahar/ Auguste Perret (Paris/1959).
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Lê Corbusierand Pierre feanneret, Maison Cook, 1926.

Maison Cook. View showing the fenêtre en longueur of the opposite wall
reflected in the mirror of the buffet.
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to the inherent superficiality of these "secondary qualities"—

só that distance or depth in the pamting becomes no longer a

matter of representing the space separating one object from
another m the real world. Instead distance is transformed mto

a representation of the caesyra between the appearance of the
object and the object itself.'

Viewing a landscape through a window implies a separation. A win-

dow/ any window/ breaks the connection between being in a land-

scape and seeing it. Landscape becomes visual/ and we depend on

memory to know it as a tangible experience. Lê Corbusier/s hori-

zontal window works to put this condition/ this caesura/ in evidence.

Perret/s window corresponds/ as Reichlin hás shown, to the tradi-

tional space of perspectivai representation m Western art. Lê Cor-

busier s window corresponds/ I would argue/ to the space of the

camera. It is not by chance that Lê Corbusier continues the polemic
with Perret in an argument in Précisions, demonstrating //scientifical-

ly" ttiat the horizontal window üluminates better, by relying on a

photographer/s chart that gives times of exposure. Photography

and film/ based on smgle-point perspective/ are "transparent" medi-

ums; their derivaüon from the dassical system of representation is

obvious. But between perspective and photography there is an epis-

temological break. The point of vlew of photography is that of the

camera/ a mechanical eye. The pamterly convention of perspective
centers everything on the eye of the beholder and calls this ap-
pearance reality." The camera—and more particularly the movie

camera—impües that there is no center.

Using Walter Benjamin s metaphor one could conclude that Lê
Corbusier/s architecture is the result of his positioning himself be-

hind the camera. But we are not referring now to these larger meta-

phorical ünplications: Lê Corbusier as "producer" and not as "inter-

preter of the industrial reality. Rather we intend a more literal read-
ing/ emphasizing the deliberate dispersai ofthe eye in LeCorbusier/s

viUas of the twenties/ effected through the promenade/ together with

the shrinkage of depth of the landscape outside the horizontal win-

dow—the architechiral correlative of the space of the movie camera.

39. Rosalind Krauss, "Léger/ Lê Corbusier and Purism/' in Artforum, Aprü 1972, pp.

52-53.

40. For msightful comments on the nahire of the "window" and "landscape/" see

Raoul Bunschoten, "Wor(l)ds of Daniel Libeskind/' AA Files, 10 (autumn 1985), pp.
79-84.

41. Lê Corbusier, Précisions sur un état présent de larchitecture et de lurbcinzsme (Paris:
Editions Crês/1930), p. 74.
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On this basis/ may we therefore say that Perrefs architecture falis

within the humanist tradition and Lê Corbusier/s within the moder-

nist? The following reflection stems from an observation by Kerry

Shear on the paradoxical nature of the Ronéo drawing. While Lê Cor-
busier intends by his drawmg to illustrate the superiority of the

horizontal window/ in fact the intensity and detail with which he

draws Perrefs porte fenêtre, in contrast to the sketchiness of the

horizontal window/ show it to be much more emotionally charged.

Above ali this may be seen m the way Lê Corbusier draws the human

figure in each. In the porte fenêtre a carefully drawn man holds open

his window/ recalling Perrefs assertion that "a window is man him-

self, it accords with his outlines.... The vertical is the Une of the
upright human being, it is the line of life itself." In contrasta the

díminutive man drawn in the horizontal wmdow occupies a peri-

pheral position; the window opens by sliding. Lê Corbusier wrote in

the Almanach, //fenêtre, élément type—élément mécanique type:

nous avons serre de près lê module anthropocentrique."
Whether Lê Corbusier/s work falis withü-i the humanist or the

modemist tradition cannot be answered conclusively here. Certain-

ly he understood the crisis of values resulting from the introducüon

of reproduction into the processes of architechire. His work is pre-

cisely about the tension between a classical conception of the worid

and the shattering of this hierarchical order by the new processes of

mass (re)production and the culture industry.

.i^'

f
li

Lê Corbusier, Ronéo drawing ülustratmg the polemic between Auguste
Perret and hímself concerning the fenêtre en longueur.
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A prelimmary version of this text wasgiven asa lecturein thesymposium Avant-garâe ana

Regional Form" at the Wissenschaftskolleg, Institute for Advanced Study, Berlin, in June
1986. It is also a chapter in my book in preparation, LEsprit Nouveau: Lê Corbusier and the
Media. FiïianciaÍhelp for thisstudy carne f roma grantfrom the Fondíition Lê Corbusier. Iam
also Índebted to the Fondation, ana especially to Madame Eveh/ne Tréhin, for their help in
making available material ana answering numerous cfuestions. This lext }ias benefited from

the careful reading ana criticism ofMíchael Hays, Kenneth Frampton, Stanislaus von Moos,
and especially Sandra MarpilÏero. lalso wish to acknowleâge Mary McLeod ana foan Ockman
for their response to my texl in this issue and ]oan Ockman for her generosil-y m editing it.
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